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The story that inspired the major motion picture The Birth of a Nation (2016)In the late summer
of 1831, in a remote section of southeastern Virginia, there took place the only effective,
sustained revolt in the annals of American Negro slavery...The revolt was led by a remarkable
Negro preacher named Nat Turner, an educated slave who felt himself divinely ordained to
annihilate all the white people in the region.The Confessions of Nat Turner is narrated by Nat
himself as he lingers in jail through the cold autumnal days before his execution. The compelling
story ranges over the whole of Nat's Life, reaching its inevitable and shattering climax that
bloody day in August.The Confessions of Nat Turner is not only a masterpiece of storytelling; is
also reveals in unforgettable human terms the agonizing essence of Negro slavery. Through the
mind of a slave, Willie Styron has re-created a catastrophic event, and dramatized the
intermingled miseries, frustrations--and hopes--which caused this extraordinary black man to
rise up out of the early mists of our history and strike down those who held his people in
bondage.

From the Inside Flap"In the late summer of 1831, in a remote section of southeastern Virginia,
there took place the only effective, sustained revolt in the annals of American Negro
slavery...The revolt was led by a remarkable Negro preacher named Nat Turner, an educated
slave who felt himself divinely ordained to annihilate all the white people in the region.The
Confessions of Nat Turner is narrated by Nat himself as he lingers in jail through the cold
autumnal days before his execution. The compelling story ranges over the whole of Nat's Life,
reaching its inevitable and shattering climax that bloody day in August.The Confessions of Nat
Turner is not only a masterpiece of storytelling; is also reveals in unforgettable human terms the
agonizing essence of Negro slavery. Through the mind of a slave, Willie Styron has re-created a
catastrophic event, and dramatized the intermingled miseries, frustrations--and hopes--which
caused this extraordinary black man to rise up out of the early mists of our history and strike
down those who held his people in bondage."From the Hardcover edition.From the Back
CoverSet in 1831, The Confessions Of Nat Turner tells--in his own words--of a black man who
awaits death in a Virginia jail cell. His name is Nat Turner and he is a slave, a preacher, and the
leader of the only effective slave revolt in the history of that 'peculiar institution.'About the
AuthorWilliam Styron (1925-2006), a native of the Virginia Tidewater, was a graduate of Duke
University and a veteran of the U.S. Marine Corps. His books include Lie Down in Darkness, The
Long March, Set This House on Fire, The Confessions of Nat Turner, Sophie’s Choice, This
Quiet Dust, Darkness Visible, and A Tidewater Morning. He was awarded the Pulitzer Prize for
Fiction, the Howells Medal, the American Book Award, the Légion d’Honneur, and the Witness
to Justice Award from the Auschwitz Jewish Center Foundation. With his wife, the poet and



activist Rose Styron, he lived for most of his adult life in Roxbury, Connecticut, and in Vineyard
Haven, Massachusetts, where he is buried.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights
reserved.Pulitzer Prize WinnerThe introduction, discussion questions, and author biography that
follow are designed to enhance you group's reading of William Styron's The Confessions of Nat
Turner. We hope they will aid your understanding of the themes and the historical and political
issues that are central to Styron's fictionalized narrative of Nat Turner's 1831 rebellion—the only
effective slave revolt in United States history.Read more
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David Seaman, “Why Styron won so many writing awards; why this book is still very relevent..
Any of us with a decent American History teacher first learned about Nat Turner in the 8th grade.
If you're a part of the New York State Regents program you learned it again during the 12th
grade. But so little is actually known about Nat Turner, short of the confession he "dictated" to
attorney T.R. Gray on 5 November 1831 in his unheated, open to the elements jail cell. We also
know of the personal witness accounts of his execution, including a posthumous article in The
Southampton Insurrection by a writer named Drewry that said:"The bodies of those executed,
with one exception, were buried in a decent and becoming manner. That of Nat Turner was
delivered to the doctors, who skinned it and made grease of the flesh. Mr. R.S. Barham's father
owned a money purse made of his hide. His skeleton was for many years in the possession of
Dr. Massenberg, but has since been misplaced."These are the facts we're given in William
Styron's 1966 Pulitzer Prize winning novel, "The Confessions of Nat Turner". There are so few
books in print that have had the ability to bring water to my eyes. Perhaps no more than four in
total. William Styron is responsible for two: this one and Sophie's Choice. Nat Turner's
Confession is two fold. The first of course is literal and pertains to the God-driven war he
executed against the dominant white man from his place of bondage. Mr. Styron's is very open
about how he took remarkable license with actual facts, but the truth is that so many of the
events he has given us in this book- all in first person and most in remembrance since the entire
book takes place during the four days before Turner's execution at the gallows in the small town
of Jerusalem, Virginia, but there's much here we haven't studied about, seen pictures of and
certainly nothing here that is remotely worse than modern day treatment of our current sub-
cultures (of which African Americans remain one.) It is not at all possible that in the some 8
million slaves who lived and died in America, that every single event of this book didn't happen
somewhere to some0one. And as survivors of the Holocaust have said about Spielberg's
shocking film, "Schindler's List" it isn't even 10% of how awful it really was. Perhaps the greatest
injustice to Nat Turner was for his first Master to teach him to read , write and do math. Then, the
Master's neice gave Nat his own Bible and began to teach him the word of the Lord. As a young
"pickani**y" he was brought out for company and made to perform: "Go ahead. Ask `im to spell
somethin'. Nothin' easy neither- give `im a hard word." The boy grew up knowing that he was
special because he was the only slave on that plantation- or any after it- who could read write
and reason. Turner was a man and one of his greatest sins was that of Pride, a sin for which he
went to his death carrying fear and doubt. Each of his visits from God could be explained
biophysically- one after a five day fast, awakening to a full eclipse of the sun, the vision of the
morning star on the day of his execution. These were enough for Turner- or just enough -
because in addition, he heard the voice of God telling him that like the Jews out of Egypt the
Blacks needed to be freed from the whites. Indeed, even the kindest abolitionists brought about
hatred inside Nat Turner- a man who (at least in this book) chose to die chaste. Styron is very



subtle about this but he manages to suggest that Nat Turner is a prophet as was Christ and
Moses. The similarities are small, but they're everywhere. But Styron's Nat Turner is also
sickened and embarrassed by the "nigg#rs" (as Turner calls them) who play dumb for the
Massah, who ARE dumb, ignorant, foolishly chasing sex and apple wine or brandy. This, despite
the fact that Turner himself modifies his speech patterns and accent around the white people but
we gather that Nat Turner believes that the others are not in fact performing as they behave and
speak in this way even when nary a white man is around, whose eyes he never meets, It is just
such an act of indignation (a white slave owner forces to black slaves to fight each other and a
crowd of black men- bond and free - cheer) that first causes Turner to stand up and admonish
these men to take pride. He thus becomes known as the Reverend. Still, between the foolish
bumbling of the slaves and the white skin of all others, Nat Turner feels hatred: Another sin.
Perhaps the greatest element is the sin of doubt, since Turner was very sure of his mission until
the very day it began. A wide-spread mass murder that would cost the lives of nearly two
hundred people that began with Nat freezing up- out of fasting exhaustion or of doubt. Nat
Turner was the very last execution to occur so he was, fiction and non-fiction, more than aware
of the price that some sixty odd black men involved in this mass execution paid, to say nothing
of the more than one hundred white deaths, some of them children from infancy to age thirteen,
were to suffer at his hand. The strongest element of Styron's book is that upon careful thought
we are forced to look upon the bottom line: birthright. As it has always been. In 1966, Styron's
book won the Pulitzer in the midst of the National Civil Rights Movement (the first). As we think
of the white two year old who died by the hatchet blow of one of Turner's men and think anything
other than his death was caused by a miracle of birth? And Nat himself, as a very young boy,
was forced to watch his mother raped by a white visitor at the plantation simply because of how
he was born? The mind can continue on thinking: A white man in America is, by birth, the
luckiest person on the planet, a white woman in America is second- though only slightly higher
than a black man in America. A Jewish child born in Poland in 1930 was no more lucky than a
Jewish Child born in 4145BC. A black man born in the Congo from any time in history right up to
this writing is incredibly unlucky. Birthright. Birthwrong. And a million stories that exist as a result.
It is hard to draw the line between fiction and non-fiction. If you want to live through reading in
the time period here through non-fiction, then read Elizabeth Dowling Taylor's recently
published A Slave In The White House which not only outlines the same domesticity for both
skin colors but even touches upon Nat Turner. The difference is that a story that is told well is
remarkably rare. And William Styron, the generation between Faulkner, Hemingway, Steinbeck
and Irving, Lamb and Kingsolver has written a book well worthy of study. Do not read it fast. Treat
yourself to some self- education. Rest in between sections and when you find yourself
breathless, put the book down instead of turning pages ahead to see how long before there is a
break of some kind- a literary park bench on which to rest- because writers like Styron are rare
and books like The Confessions of Nat Turner even more rare. Rarer still is a reader who does
the book justice. This book is just as relevant today as it was in 1966. A pity? Yes. At the same



time, it was just as relevant in 4145BC and that too is a pity. Things aren't better. Yes, we have a
black person, but I've heard him called a "nig#er" by more than a half dozen people- one in
writing. My daughter is a white woman who is married to a black man and not only do the whites
in her town brandish them with words of hate but so do the blacks.My first submission of this
review was returned as "unpublishable" because it did not make the computer scan for
obscenities. To me, the act of hatred is far more obscene than the word nig#ger in quotation
marks. There are many reasons for all of you to read this book. Joy. Appreciation of art.
Responsibility. There but for the Grace of God. History. Thinking. Future. Many more reasons.
And if that isn't enough, simply because this is one of the four most powerful books ever written.
Even if you read this back in the 70's, it's well worth picking up again. Aftrer all, you're 45 years
older now.”

JAMES LEACH, “great read. One of the most prolific forms of doctrine discussing a great man
Nat Turner my hero and one day friend”

Kenny of LA, “Make Sure You Read the Vintage Edition with the Afterword. I initially purchased
this book to read for two reasons: First, it was written by William Styron, who wrote the great
"Sophie's Choice;" and second, it won a Pulitzer Prize. It was only after I was into the book that I
learned that this vintage sixties' book was the subject of a major controversy over the depiction
of the title character, Nat Turner.I learned that Styron openly acknowledged fictionalizing large
portions of Turner's life, including his motivations for leading the slave revolt. I also learned that
Styron's largely fictionalized portrait of Turner outraged many black leaders of the time. Rather
than painting Turner (entirely) as a hero, called to action by the injustices of slavery, Styron
created a darker picture of a man fixated on religion, a vision of himself as a prophet, and
frustrated by lust and desire (particularly, for a young, blond haired white girl).As I read the book,
I search my own feelings, and felt that if I were black, I would certainly have objected similarly.
We all need our heroes, who become much larger as symbols than they could ever be as
people. For the sake of those that come after, such icons are perhaps entitled to be treated with
a greater level of sensitivity and care--even at the cost of literary restraint.It is here that the story
gets fascinating. After I finished the novel, I read Styron's Afterword. Styron was truly stung by
the criticism and in the Afterword, provided an elegant and persuasive defense of his writings.
While I will not say that Styron entirely changed my position, he definitely made me see the other
side of the argument. The dialogue between Styron and his critics not only allows the reader to
consider one of the great social and political issues of our time, but permits the reader a unique
insight into the thinking of a great writer--and suffices, in and of itself, as a reason for reading this
novel. MAKE SURE YOUR VERSION OF THE NOVEL HAS THIS AFTERWORD.Putting the
issue aside as to the real "Nat Turner," the novel itself is beautifully written. The characters are
fully developed and believable. The description of the system of slavery and the relationship
between whites and blacks feel very real, and very accurate. Styron shows us good and bad of



each race, and how all of them are bound by the system of slavery and their actions directly the
product of it.”

Lavender, “Extraordinary Chronicle of an Avenging Warrior. I purchased this book, although I
had read this several years ago. My interest to revisit the novel was aroused when I read The
Good Lord Bird and viewed the series. There are strong parallels in the struggles and the
motivations explored in these works. Styron is a talented writer who makes this history come
alive and gather relevance. The brutal consequences of an impossible circumstance lives on
through this century as the legacy of slavery is explored in splendid literary works such as this
powerful novel. I highly recommend it.”

Archie B. Manvell, “a meditation on the peculiar institution. Styrons novel "the confessions of Nat
Turner" uses the most famous slave revolt in US history as the starting point for a fictionalized
biography of Nat Turner and by extension black american slavery itself. He conjurs up the
horrors of slavery and its banalities in a fast paced narrative that is also an evocation of the
subtle beauties of the Virginia countryside. Overall Styron succeds brilliantly in recreating the
peculiarities of the American past whilst providing a primer on race relations for the American
present.”

ColCol, “Goid Novel and historixal read about Slavery. Brilliant book, well documented, a good
read. I have it to my son to read and he couldn't put it down. That's saying something.”

Margaret Martin, “Excellent.. Bought after recommendation on radio. Excellent.”

john mcclean, “Five Stars. Excellent Item, swift delivery A***”

The book by S. M. Stirling has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 249 people have provided feedback.
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